
SAJAR COLLEGE OF ALLIED SCIENCES
OUR INSTITUTION PROUDLY HOLDS RECOGNITION, CERTIFICATION, AND

ACCREDITATION FROM THE ESTEEMED GOVERNMENT OF TAMIL NADU.

WELCOME TO SAJAR COLLEGE OF ALLIED SCIENCES!
Unlocking the Potential of Allied Sciences



Vision
To be a globally recognized center of
excellence in allied sciences education,
research, and innovation, dedicated to
shaping future leaders and driving
advancements in healthcare and related
industries.

Mission
Our mission is to provide transformative educational
experiences that empower students to excel in allied
sciences, instilling in them a commitment to lifelong learning,
ethical practice, and compassionate service to society.
Through innovative teaching, rigorous research, and impactful
community engagement, we strive to cultivate a diverse
community of learners and professionals equipped to address
the evolving challenges and opportunities in healthcare and
allied fields.

AN ENLIGHTENED STUDENT IS A SOURCE OF INFINITE STRENGTH… 
At our esteemed institution, we wholeheartedly embrace the pursuit of academic

excellence and the cultivation of professional development in the dynamic realm of allied

sciences. We take pride in offering a rich tapestry of programs meticulously crafted to

equip students with the skills and knowledge essential for thriving careers in healthcare,

research, and beyond.

Nestled within our campus, students are greeted by state-of-the-art facilities, guided by

experienced faculty members, and embraced by a vibrant community. Here, we foster an

environment that nurtures growth, empowers aspirations, and propels individuals toward

their academic and professional aspirations.

PROGRAM OFFERINGS:
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT

HEALTH ASSISTANT
PHARMACY ASSISTANT
MEDICAL LABORATORY

TECHNOLOGY
OPERATION THEATER

TECHNOLOGY
FASHION TECHNOLOGY

Explore the myriad opportunities awaiting you within our programs, delve into our cutting-edge
facilities, and uncover why Sajar College of Allied Sciences stands as the premier destination for

those impassioned by the allied sciences.

Course Duration: One year

Key Features:
Certificate enrollment facilitated at the Government Employment Exchange

Six months of intensive internship program
Guaranteed 100% job placement upon completion

Eligibility: 10th or +2 pass or fail

Our Motto: "Empowering Minds, Transforming Lives"

Embark on your journey with us and discover the limitless possibilities that
await you in the captivating world of allied sciences.



Programs Offered

At Sajar College of Allied Sciences, we offer a comprehensive array of programs

meticulously designed to equip our students with the skills and knowledge

needed to excel in their chosen fields. Our diverse range of programs includes:

Prepare for a rewarding career as a vital member of the healthcare

team, assisting physicians in providing quality patient care.

Gain the foundational knowledge and practical skills necessary to

promote health and wellness in diverse healthcare settings.

Physician Assistant:

Health Assistant:

Explore the world of pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical care,

preparing for roles in pharmacies, hospitals, and healthcare facilities.

Pharmacy Assistant: 

Dive into the realm of diagnostic medicine, mastering the techniques

and technologies essential for analyzing medical samples and aiding

in patient diagnosis and treatment.

Medical Laboratory Technology:

Become proficient in operating room procedures, equipment

management, and patient care, playing a crucial role in surgical

teams and ensuring safe surgical outcomes.

Operation Theater Technology:

Blend creativity with technical expertise in the exciting field of

fashion, learning the intricacies of design, production, and marketing

in the fashion industry.

Fashion Technology: 

Key Features of Our Programs:

Duration: Each program spans one year, providing a focused and immersive learning experience.

Certificate Enrollment: Graduates of our programs are eligible to enroll their certificates at the

Government Employment Exchange, enhancing their employability.

Internship Opportunities: Benefit from six months of hands-on internship experience, allowing you

to apply classroom knowledge in real-world settings.

Job Placement: We are proud to offer guaranteed 100% job placement upon successful completion

of our programs, ensuring a smooth transition into the workforce.

                                                                                                                                                   

Embark on your journey toward a fulfilling career in allied sciences with Sajar College of

Allied Sciences. Explore our programs and discover the path that best aligns with your

aspirations and interests.



CONTACT INFORMATION:

Address
Sajar College of Allied Sciences

21, Kamarajar Nagar, Anbuniketan Campus,

Avaniyapuram, Madurai – 625012

Facilities:

Modern classrooms equipped with the latest teaching aids and technology to facilitate an

engaging learning experience.

Audio-visual classrooms for interactive and multimedia-enhanced learning sessions.

State-of-the-art facilities for hands-on clinical training, providing students with real-world

experience in healthcare settings.

Dedicated spaces for practical training sessions, allowing students to apply theoretical

knowledge in simulated environments.

Well-equipped medical laboratories for conducting experiments and research in various

allied sciences disciplines.

Extensive library resources and a dedicated resource center for academic studies and

research purposes.

A spacious seminar hall for hosting lectures, seminars, and academic events.

Recreational areas for students to relax and unwind between classes.

Specialties:

We guarantee job placements for our graduates, ensuring a smooth transition into the

workforce.

Classes are conducted by experienced medical professionals and teachers, ensuring high-

quality education.

Collaboration with specialty hospitals for direct intervention courses, providing students

with hands-on experience in specialized areas.

Graduates can enroll their certificates in the government employment exchange, enhancing

their employability.

Financial support in the form of stipends for eligible students.

On-campus hostel facilities for students' accommodation and convenience.

Affordable fees structure to make education accessible to all.

A conducive learning environment with proper infrastructure, including facilities for clean

drinking water.

Innovative virtual classes utilizing modern technology for enhanced learning experiences.

Transportation facilities for students' convenience.

Ensuring the safety and security of students and staff with round-the-clock security

measures.

Experience unparalleled facilities and specialties at Sajar College of Allied Sciences, where

excellence meets opportunity. Contact us today to embark on your journey towards a

rewarding career!

For admissions inquiries and further assistance, please contact our admission office:

Experience excellence in allied sciences education at Sajar College of Allied Sciences. Contact us
today to begin your journey towards a rewarding career!

Call Mail Web Adress
+91 90039 00346 sajartrust@gmail.co www.sajartrustindia.org


